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Beszerzési tevékenység elemzése diszkontált pénzáramlású készletmodellel 
 
Absztrakt.  
A klasszikus tételnagyság probléma két fontosabb készletezési költséget ragad meg: rendelési 
és készlettartási költségek. Ebben a dolgozatban a vállalatok készpénz áramlásának a 
beszerzési tevékenységre gyakorolt hatását vizsgáljuk. Ebben az elemzésben a 
készpénzáramlási egyenlıséget használjuk, amely nagyban emlékeztet a készletegyenletekre. 
Eljárásunkban a beszerzési és rendelési folyamatot diszkontálva vizsgáljuk. A 
költségfüggvény lineáris készpénztartási, a pénzkiadás haszonlehetıség és lineáris 
kamatköltségbıl áll. Bemutatjuk a vizsgált modell optimális megoldását. Az optimális 
megoldást egy számpéldával illusztráljuk. 
 
Kulcsszavak: Nettó jelenérték, Diszkontált cash flow, Készpénzáramlási probléma, Készletezési modell, 
Beszerzés 
 
 
Abstract. 
The classical economic order quantity model has two types of costs: ordering and inventory 
holding costs. In this paper we try to investigate the effect of purchasing activity on cash flow 
of a firm. In the examinations we use a cash flow identity similar to that of in inventory 
modeling. In our approach we analyze the purchasing and ordering process with discounted 
costs. The cost function of the model consists of linear cash holding, linear opportunity cost of 
spending cash, and linear interest costs. We show the optimal solution of the proposed model. 
The optimal solutions will be presented by numerical examples. 
 
Keywords: Net present value, discounted cash flow, cash balance problem, inventory models, purchasing 
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1. Introduction 
 
The cash balance model was first analyzed by Baumol (1952). He has applied the classical 
EOQ inventory model to investigate the demand of a firm for cash. This model is a 
deterministic cash model. Other deterministic cash balance problems was examined by 
Mensching, Garstka and Morton (1978). They have analyzed a simple cash balance problem 
similar that of aggregate production planning problems The analysis is seeking of an optimal 
solution and the planning horizons. Chand and Morton (1982) have supplied a further 
examination of the deterministic cash balance problem in direction of the planning horizons. 
Sethi and Thompson (1970) have modeled a two-asset dynamic cash balance problem. They 
have solved the problem with the help of Pontryagin’s maximum principle. The solution is a 
bang-bang optimal control. An introductory cash management chapter is presented in 
textbook of Ross and Westerfield (1988) 
 
The first stochastic cash balance model was initiated by Miller and Orr (1966). This basic 
model was generalized in several direction, e.g. Eppen and Fama (1968, 1969, 1971), Girgis 
(1968), Neave (1970), Porteus (1972), Heyman (1973), Kamin (1975), Constantinides (1976), 
Inderfurth and Schneeweiss (1978), Constantinides and Richard (1978). These stochastic 
models are solved with dynamic programming and under different cost structure. The 
mentioned models are critically examined by Daellenbach and asked, whether these models fit 
the practice. 
 
Other papers investigate the cash management practices in the context of cash flow, e.g. 
Gitman, Moses and White (1979), Morris (1983), Sartoris and Hill (1983) Vickson (1985), 
and Premachandra (2004). A good introduction in the stochastic cash management problems 
are supplied by Tapiero (1990), who presents the basic models with solution propositions. 
 
Thorstenson (1988) has examined the capital costs in the inventory models. In his work 
Thorstenson has investigated the effect of discounting in cash flow inventory models. Our 
approach is similar that of Thorstenson. The aim of the paper is to analyze the allocation of 
cash in purchasing activity. The proposed model is a dynamic cash flow model with 
discounted costs. The cash flow identity consists of cash transfer, credit and cash 
requirements. The goal function has three linear elements cash holding, cash transfer, and 
interest costs. We solve this problem with linear programming. 
 
The second part of the paper shows parameters, variables and goal function of the model. The 
next chapter characterizes some properties of the optimal solution. The fourth part presents 
some numerical examples, and last we summarize the results of the paper. 
 
 
2. The model 
 
The parameters of the model: 
 
- r discount rate, 
- T length of the planning horizon, 
- I0 initial cash level, 
- M available quantity of money for purchasing in the planning horizon, 
- 
t
ip  price of the ith product or service in the tth period, 
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- 
t
ix  required quantity of the ith product or service in the tth period,  
- Xt the cash requirements in the tth period, 
- h the holding cost of cash, 
- c opportunity cost of spending cash to buy products and services, 
- i interest rate of credit. 
 
The variables of the model: 
 
- It available cash level in time t, nonnegative, 
- Yt cash transfer paid for products and services in period t, nonnegative, 
- Ct credit requirements in period t, nonnegative. 
 
Let us assume that cash requirements of the firm are given for the purchasing department. If 
the prices ( tip ) and the required quantities ( tix ) of products and services are known in any 
period, then these requirements can be calculated as follows: 
 
∑
=
⋅=
n
i
t
i
t
it xpX
1
, 
 
where number n is the number of the sum of products and services. 
 
In this model we assume that the cash flow of the purchasing department can be modeled as 
an inventory balance equation. The inventory balance equation consists of the sum of spent 
cash by purchasing department (Yt) and used credit (Ct) reduced by the cash requirements (Xt) 
defined above: 
 
ttttt XCYII −++= −1  (t=1,2,… T),       (1) 
 
I0 is given and equal to zero. 
 
Let us assume that the purchasing department disposes of a given quantity of money: 
 
MY
T
t
t ≤∑
=1
.           (2) 
 
We assume that the variables of the model are nonnegative: 
 
It ≥ 0, Yt ≥ 0, Ct ≥ 0 (t=1,2,… T).        (3) 
 
The goal function of the model is the sum of the discounted period costs:  
 
( ) min)1(
1
1
1 →⋅+⋅+⋅⋅+
∑
=
−
T
t
tttt
CiYcIh
r
.       (4) 
 
 
We will analyze the optimal solution of model (1)-(4). 
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3. Properties of the optimal solution of the model (1)-(4) 
 
Model (1)-(4) is a linear programming problem. Before we solve this problem we give some 
properties of the model. We investigate the dependence of the model on the parameters. First 
we examine the dependence of optimal solution on the cost parameters c and i. Then we 
analyze the solution in dependence on available cash (M) and the sum of the required cash 






∑
=
T
t
tX
1
 for purchasing. 
 
Let us assume that the optimal solution of model (1)-(4) is { }Tototot CYI 1,, .The next property 
shows that the optimal inventory level is zero along the planning horizon. 
 
Property 1. 
In the optimal solution the cash levels are zero in the planning horizon: 
( )TtI ot ,...,2,1,0 == . 
 
Proof.  
(a) It is assumed that c > i. Let us reformulate the goal function a follows:  
 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]∑∑
=
−
=
−
⋅−++⋅+⋅⋅
+
=⋅+⋅+⋅⋅
+
T
t
ttttt
T
t
tttt
YicCYiIh
r
CiYcIh
r 1
1
1
1 )1(
1
)1(
1
. 
 
In this formula using (1) we can write 
 
ttttt XIICY +−=+ −1 .         (5) 
 
Substituting (5) in the reformulated goal function we have 
 
( ) ( )[ ]
.)1()1()1(1)1(
1
)1(
1
0
1
1
1
11
1
1
1
1
1
Ii
r
X
iY
r
icI
r
ihIi
r
rh
r
YicCYiIh
r
T
t
t
t
t
T
t
tTT
T
t
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T
t
ttttt
⋅−
+
⋅+⋅
+
−
+⋅
+
+
+⋅





⋅
+
+⋅
+
=⋅−++⋅+⋅⋅
+
∑∑∑
∑
=
−
=
−−
−
=
−
=
−
 
 
The goal function has a lower bound: 0
1
1)1( Iir
X
i
T
t
t
t
⋅−
+
⋅∑
=
−
, because the cash levels and cash 
transfers are not lower then zero. This lower bound is achieved if values otI  and 
o
tY  
(t=1,2,…,T) are equal to zero. This means in this case that it is better to borrow from a bank 
the required money and to invest the available cash. The optimal solution then: 
),...2,1(,,0,0 TtXCYI tototot ==== . 
 
(b) Now we can assume that i ≥ c. We write the goal function as 
 
 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]∑∑
=
−
=
−
⋅−++⋅+⋅⋅
+
=⋅+⋅+⋅⋅
+
T
t
ttttt
T
t
tttt
CciCYcIh
r
CiYcIh
r 1
1
1
1 )1(
1
)1(
1
. 
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In this formula substituting (5) the goal function can be written in the following way: 
 
( ) ( )[ ]
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1
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The lower bound of this cost function is 0
1
1)1( Icr
X
c
T
t
t
t
⋅−
+
⋅∑
=
−
. This lower bound is achieved 
if ),...2,1(0,,0 TtCXYI ottotot ==== , i.e. we have attained the optimal solution. This 
optimal solution holds if MX
T
t
t ≤∑
=1
. If MX
T
t
t >∑
=1
, then the optimal solution has the next 
form: ),...2,1(,0 TtI ot ==  and 
 



+′=
′=
=
Ttt
ttX
Y tot
,...,10
,...,2,1
, 
 



+′=
′=
=
TttX
tt
C
t
o
t
,...,1
,...,2,10
. 
 
Time period t’ is defined as MX
t
t
t =∑
′
=1
. With these calculations we have proven the property. 
Using the proof of Property 1., we have two additional properties. 
 
Property 2. 
If c > i, then in the optimal solution ),...2,1(,,0 TtXCY totot === . 
 
The meaning of this property is that if the unit cost of cash transfer is greater than the interest 
rate, then it is better to use bank loan, and not to spend the asset of the firm. 
 
Table 1. Optimal solution of the model in dependence of parameters 
 
  
c > i 
 
 
i ≥ c 
 
MX
T
t
t ≤∑
=1
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MX
T
t
t >∑
=1
 

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
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Property 3. 
If i ≥ c, then in the optimal solution 
 
(a) if MX
T
t
t ≤∑
=1
, ),...2,1(0,,0 TtCXYI ottotot ==== , and 
 
(b)  if MX
T
t
t >∑
=1
,



+′=
′=
=
Ttt
ttX
Y tot
,...,10
,...,2,1
  and 



+′=
′=
=
TttX
tt
C
t
o
t
,...,1
,...,2,10
, where  
MX
t
t
t =∑
′
=1
 and t’ < T. 
 
This third property shows that it is more rational to spend the asset of the firm if the interest 
rate is not smaller than the opportunity cost of spending cash. The results can be summarized 
in Table 1. 
 
 
4. Numerical examples 
 
Table 1 presents three different cases of the optimal solutions. We construct problems to 
demonstrate the solutions with the help of data from the Table 2. 
 
Case 1. 
In this case the opportunity cost of cash transfer (c = 2) is greater than the interest rate (i 
=0.5). The solution for this type of models is borrowing from a bank and using the asset of the 
firm for other investments. The optimal solution then ,10,0,0 === ot
o
t
o
t CYI  (t = 1,2,…,12). 
The minimal costs are $ 46.532. 
 
Case 2. 
The opportunity costs (c = 0.5) are lower than then interest rate (i = 1). In this model it is 
better to spend the available cash for purchasing. The sum of the required cash 





=∑
=
120
12
1t
tX  
is lower than the available asset (M = 130). The optimal solution then 
,0,10,0 === ot
o
t
o
t CYI  (t = 1,2,…,12). The minimal costs are $ 46.532. 
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Table 2. Parameters of the models 
 
  
Case 1. 
 
 
Case 2. 
 
Case 3. 
T 
12 12 12 
r 
0.05 0.05 0.05 
I0 0 0 0 
h 2 0.1 0.1 
c 1 0.5 1 
i 0.5 1 1.5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
{ }121tX  











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
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
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
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


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





































10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
 






































10
22
20
18
16
14
8
11
20
13
15
10
 
∑
=
12
1t
tX  
 
120 
 
120 
 
177 
M 
100 130 130 
 
Case 3. 
The opportunity costs (c = 1) are lower than then interest rate (i = 1.5). In this model it is 
better to spend the available cash for purchasing, as it was in case 2. The sum of the required 
cash 





=∑
=
177
12
1t
tX  is lower than the available asset (M = 130). It means that the purchasing 
department must borrow some money from a bank. The sum of the borrowed cash is equal to 
$ 43 =  MX
t
t −∑
=
12
1
. It is known in this model that 130125
10
1
=<= ∑
=
MX
t
t , i.e. in the 10
th
 
period there are use of asset and borrowing. The optimal solution then 0=otI  (t = 1,2,…,12), 
{ }0,0,5,18,16,14,8,11,20,13,15,10=otY , and { }10,22,15,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0=otC . The 
minimal costs are $ 149.429. 
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5. Conclusions 
 
In this paper we have investigated a discounted cash flow purchasing model. In the optimal 
solution of the model the cash levels are equal to zero in the planning horizon. The cash 
transfer is equal to zero in the model if the opportunity costs of transfer are higher than that of 
interest rate. If the interest rate is higher than the transfer costs, then it is optimal to spend all 
available cash, and if it is necessary to borrow some money from a bank. 
 
This basic model can be generalized in several ways. A possible generalization is to take into 
account the date of payment. In this model form we have not examined the net present value 
representation of the cash flow identity. Introduction of this term can be near to the real word 
practice. 
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